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1. A message printed in the newspaper in space paid for by the advertiser.

2. This is the name of the person who wrote the story.

3. This is the newspaper’s name. It's also sometimes called the flag, logo or masthead.

4. A person hired to rush to the scene and phone back information as soon as possible or to key the report into a word processing terminal  
at the newspaper office

5. One of a series of printings of the same book, newspaper, etc.,

6. International press corps who compete for stories, usually of a sensational nature

7. The vertical divisions of a page or opinion or comment expressed by a regular writer

8. Is the line used to separate stories.

9. This is smaller than the headline, it gives us a little more information.

10. This should give the story in a nutshell, letting a reader decide whether to read the article.

11. A smaller format 1/2 broadsheet folded, often preferred by publishers of local papers or commuter papers and the sensationalist press.

12. Person who decides what news goes into the paper, reviews and corrects reporters' work and writes the headlines.

13. The distribution of copies of a periodical among readers.

14. Three- or four-panel drawings that tell a story, usually humorous.

15. Words at the top of the page call attention to sports scores or special sections inside the paper.
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1. ADVERTISEMENT                    A message printed in the newspaper in space paid for by the advertiser.

2. BYLINE This is the name of the person who wrote the story.

3. NAMEPLATE This is the newspaper’s name. It's also sometimes called the flag, logo or masthead.

4. REPORTER
A person hired to rush to the scene and phone back information as soon as possible or to key the report.
into a word processing terminal at the newspaper office.

5. EDITION One of a series of printings of the same book, newspaper, etc.

6. PAPARAZZI international press corps who compete for stories, usually of a sensational nature.

7. COLUMN the vertical divisions of a page or opinion or comment expressed by a regular writer.

8. RULE Is the line used to separate stories.

9. SUBHEAD This is smaller than the headline, it gives us a little more information.

10.        HEADLINE This should give the story in a nutshell, letting a reader decide whether to read the article.

11.       TABLOID
a smaller format 1/2 broadsheet folded, often preferred by publishers of local papers or commuter papers
and the sensationalist press.

12.       EDITOR Person who decides what news goes into the paper, reviews and corrects reporters' work and writes the headlines.

13.      CIRCULATION The distribution of copies of a periodical among readers.

14.      COMICSTRIP Three- or four-panel drawings that tell a story, usually humorous.

15.      OVERLINE Words at the top of the page call attention to sports scores or special sections inside the paper.
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1.
A message printed in the newspaper in space paid for by the advertiser.
2.
This is the name of the person who wrote the story.
3.
This is the newspaper’s name. It's also sometimes called the flag, logo or masthead.
4.
A person hired to rush to the scene and phone back information as soon as possible or to key the report into a word processing terminal 
at the newspaper office
5.
One of a series of printings of the same book, newspaper, etc.,
6.
International press corps who compete for stories, usually of a sensational nature
7.
The vertical divisions of a page or opinion or comment expressed by a regular writer
8.
Is the line used to separate stories.
9.
This is smaller than the headline, it gives us a little more information.
10.
This should give the story in a nutshell, letting a reader decide whether to read the article.
11.
A smaller format 1/2 broadsheet folded, often preferred by publishers of local papers or commuter papers and the sensationalist press.
12.
Person who decides what news goes into the paper, reviews and corrects reporters' work and writes the headlines.
13.
The distribution of copies of a periodical among readers.
14.
Three- or four-panel drawings that tell a story, usually humorous.
15.
Words at the top of the page call attention to sports scores or special sections inside the paper.
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1.
ADVERTISEMENT                    A message printed in the newspaper in space paid for by the advertiser.
2.
BYLINE
This is the name of the person who wrote the story.
3.
NAMEPLATE
This is the newspaper’s name. It's also sometimes called the flag, logo or masthead.
4.
REPORTER
A person hired to rush to the scene and phone back information as soon as possible or to key the report.
into a word processing terminal at the newspaper office.
5.
EDITION
One of a series of printings of the same book, newspaper, etc.
6.
PAPARAZZI
international press corps who compete for stories, usually of a sensational nature.
7.
COLUMN
the vertical divisions of a page or opinion or comment expressed by a regular writer.
8.
RULE
Is the line used to separate stories.
9.
SUBHEAD
This is smaller than the headline, it gives us a little more information.
10.        HEADLINE
This should give the story in a nutshell, letting a reader decide whether to read the article.
11.       TABLOID
a smaller format 1/2 broadsheet folded, often preferred by publishers of local papers or commuter papers
and the sensationalist press.
12.       EDITOR
Person who decides what news goes into the paper, reviews and corrects reporters' work and writes the headlines.
13.      CIRCULATION
The distribution of copies of a periodical among readers.
14.      COMICSTRIP
Three- or four-panel drawings that tell a story, usually humorous.
15.      OVERLINE
Words at the top of the page call attention to sports scores or special sections inside the paper.
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